Relief Materials Distribution in Ramechap, on 27th June, 2015
After distributing the zinc sheets and GI wire, nail in the First phase Dolakha
and in Second phase Sindupalchowk to the earthquake victims of 25 th April
and 12th May , Vice President Mr. Amar Narayan Mali, Treasurer Mr. Sagar
Buddha Manandhar (though his leg is fractured), Member Mr. Manoj
Bahadur Shrestha, Mrs. Menuka Manandhar, Coordinator of Dolakha,
Sindupalchowk and Ramechap Mr. Bhupendra Pakhrin, Coordinator Mrs.
Ramita Maharjan, Assistant Coordinator Ms. Sujina Bajracharya went
Ramechap on 27th June, 2015 in the Third phase of relief materials
distribution.

Welcome by MCN Ramechap’s members
and students

By picking up these all members at
4:30
am
from
Banasthali,
Sorhakhutte, Bijeshwori, Soltimode, Gwarko. We left Kathmandu at 6:30
am. Traveling 128 km black topped road through B.P Highway and 22km
graveled slippery roads,
having lots of risk of
aftershocks and landslides
on the way, we reached at
our destination Naagdaha
at 11:30 am in Tata Sumo
vehicle. Some of the
houses which are on the
way are totally destroyed;
walls are cracked in some
Shree Buddha Janapriya Ma.Vi in Naagdaha

of the houses. The houses which look like safe but in inside the walls and
pillars are said to be cracked and it is about to fall off.
When we reached at Naagdaha, we were warmly welcomed by the
Ramechap’s members and students. They provided us, bunch of flowers,
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flower’s garland and “Khada”. There was an educational institution named
Shree Buddha Janapriya Ma. Vi in Naagdaha. It was near to our program site.
Most of our students of Ramechap Branch studied there it was raining
heavily when we reached there. We waited about two hours for the stopping
of rain. During this moment we visited the houses of some students and
members as much as possible by taking umbrellas. We saw there were made
a small dome typed hut covered with zinc sheet nearby mostly every one’s
destroyed house. We felt that these houses were built by some Rotarians for
their protection from earthquake.

Building of MCN Office in Ramechap

It was about 2 pm, the weather still became darker and landslides started on
nearby hills instead of opening of sky with peaceful environment, which
made us fearful as we have to get back crossing many hills to reach the main
road of Ramechap .In this moment, most of the students and club members

House collapse by earthquake

staying in temporary shelter after earthquake

requested us to start the programme soon as there may occur another disaster
soon. We found the houses of students, club members and local people were
also not suitable for shelter they are about to collapse even on a little bit
strong stroke due to earthquake.
It was not possible to go to everyone’s house by walking 1 to 2 hours from
the programme site as it was raining heavily.

Roofing by Zinc Sheet

Cracked house of Manisha Thapa Magar(member)

So, we told to branch members to gathered all the members and students in
Milan Club Nepal, Ramechap Branch’s office and we began our distribution
programmed around 2:10 pm.
Milan Club Nepal distributed zinc sheets and GI wire, nail to the 11 students
and 5 Members of Milan Club Nepal’s Ramechap Branch. In one place, our
member Mr. Manoj Bahadur Shrestha helped to cover the roof by the zinc
sheet, we distributed to our student Ganga Tamang. When we were about to
come back president of MCN Ramechap branch Nimai Tamang said that
they want to sew clothes, they know how to sew also but due to low
economic strength they could not afford Machine. Thus, Vice President of
Milan Club Nepal Mr. Amar Narayan Mali said if there will be the work of
earning he will provide 5 machines for unemployed woman of village.
In that heavy rain fall also, Milan
Club Nepal’s entire member
was successes to distribute zinc
sheets, GI wire, nail to the
victims of Ramechap branch.
After
distributing
relief
materials, rainfall was gradually
slowing down. On the way back,
we again visited the cracked
house of Sharmila Thapa Magar
after traveling 35
minutes
from Naagdaha to
Sarmila Thapa Magar’s cracked house
Manthali road in vehicle. When we
were in way back to home, in many places people were doing the different
funeral programmes in the memory of lost people by earthquake of 25th
April.
Earthquake has created the miserable condition to most of the people. Many
people has become the homeless, helpless or who have become the quakes
victim. Rich people have turned out into beggars. The members and people
of Ramechap are feeling blessed and are grateful towards Milan Club
Nepal/Japan. They said,” the contribution of Milan Club Nepal/Japan is a
great help for them. Milan Club Nepal/Japan has come as a God in their
pitiful life.” They prayed the successful achievement for Milan Club
Nepal/Japan.

Landslide road way to Ramechap, Naagdaha

We started our journey to Kathmandu from Ramechap at 2:50 pm by seeing
the beautiful scenes like deep gorges, lakes and mountains, rivers and spring,
etc. as well as cracked houses, loss of many houses, plain lands, etc. on the
way. We reached Kathmandu at 8:00 pm.

